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a powerful argument for abortion as a moral right and social good by a noted feminist and longtime columnist for the
nation forty years after the landmark roe v wade ruling abortion is still a word that is said with outright hostility by
many despite the fact that one in three american women will have terminated at least one pregnancy by menopause even
those who support a woman s right to an abortion often qualify their support by saying abortion is a bad thing an
agonizing decision making the medical procedure so remote and radioactive that it takes it out of the world of the
everyday turning an act that is normal and necessary into something shameful and secretive meanwhile with each passing
day the rights upheld by the supreme court are being systematically eroded by state laws designed to end abortion
outright in this urgent controversial book katha pollitt reframes abortion as a common part of a woman s reproductive
life one that should be accepted as a moral right with positive social implications in pro pollitt takes on the personhood
argument reaffirms the priority of a woman s life and health and discusses why terminating a pregnancy can be a force for
good for women families and society it is time pollitt argues that we reclaim the lives and the rights of women and
mothers this thought provoking book sets out the ethical arguments for a woman s right to choose drawing on the
traditions of sociological thinking and moral philosophy it maintains that there is a strong moral case for recognizing
autonomy in personal decision making about reproductive intentions more than this it argues that to prevent a woman
from making her own choice to continue or end her pregnancy is to undermine the essence of her humanity the author a
provider of abortion services in the uk asserts that true respect for human life and true regard for individual conscience
demand that we respect a woman s right to decide and that support for a woman s right to a termination has moral
foundations and ethical integrity this fresh perspective on abortion will interest both pro and anti choice individuals and
organizations along with academics in the fields of gender studies philosophy ethics and religion � � ��� ��������� ��
� ����������� ������������� ����������� �������� ���� ������� ������� contributing to a growing
body of work on the relationship between feminist theory feminist campaigning activity policy change this work presents a
survey of feminist campaigns for liberalisation of birth control abortion laws in great britain in the 1920s and 1970s if
most north americans admit they support a woman s right to an abortion why does the controversy still rage kathleen
mcdonnell describes the often conflicting needs and emotions experienced prior to and after abortion social welfare politics
and public policy is the most comprehensive and easy to understand introduction to the social welfare system and social
welfare policy this is a leading text in social welfare policy in departments of social work political science
administration and government and is also used in some departments of sociology dinitto focuses on the political aspects
of policymaking she describes the major social welfare programs including public assistance social security disability
health insurance and more she also addresses racism sexism gay rights and immigration in the context of social welfare
policies and programs additionally it includes new and updated information on welfare reform tanf food stamps managed
care disability aging the latest figures on poverty and the latest information on job training and employment a full range
of supplements includes an instructor s manual test bank and a computerized test bank student supplements include an
online study guide a compilation of current biographical information of general interest ��������������������� ��
� �������������������������������������� ��������������������� ��������������� �������
���������������������������� ����������� ���������� ������������������ ���������������
��� ������������������������ ��� ��������� ������� 2017�1�������� ���� ������ ��� �������
�� despite the voluminous literature on the central figure in american history no other book in the field of political science
compares to lincoln s american dream it addresses comprehensively the overarching themes of lincoln s political thought
and leadership through provocative and divergent interpretations from leading scholars each chapter is devoted to one of
these major themes about lincoln the declaration and equality political ambition race and slavery his democratic
political leadership executive power religion and politics the union and the role of the state the book s thirty three
contributors include such respected lincoln scholars and political commentators as harry v jaffa stephen b oates mark e
neely richard c current herman belz and frank j williams with an introduction by kenneth l deutsch and joseph r fornieri
lincoln s american dream will be of enduring interest to scholars students teachers and lincoln aficionados alike and will
attract interest in the fields of american history leadership religion and culture american studies and african american
studies still ain t satisfied canadian women certainly aren t and this collection of twenty seven articles on the major
women s issues of the decade shows why feminists have only begun to fight women are still paid less than their male
counterparts rape and wife battering remain brutal social problems and inadequate day care still threatens women s right
to work these and many other injustices that undermine more than fifty percent of canada s population are thoughtfully
explored in this timely and provocative book talented writers from across the country review the dynamic changes in the
women s movement over the last ten years controversial issues like abortion pornography sexuality and women and work
are examined non traditional jobs for women rape and day care are only a few of the many concerns brought into focus
still ain t satisfied provides a stimulating look at some of the most important issues of our time issues which have
touched the lives of all individuals in this country abortion has existed since ancient times but the debate over the
legality and morality of abortion has never been so widespread it is a controversy that concerns yas not only because it
has become a notorious political issue but because it is an issue that many may have to face for this reason it is a common
topic for research papers in middle school and high school costa s book will be a great starting point for these papers it
is the second edition of a book that was well reviewed when first published in 1991 the first edition made library journal s
list of best reference books of 1991 and school library journal s recommended reference books 1992 unlike the abortion
controversy greenhaven 1995 it is not organized by arguments pro and con rather it consists of several chapters of
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objective research material a chronology of events beginning with classical greece biographical sketches of current
movers and shakers on both sides of the issue laws policies and landmark court cases as well as extensive abortion
statistics there is a frank discussion of abortion techniques and complications psychological and physical and an
overview of fetal development it concludes with a lengthy annotated directory of organizations and an extensive
bibliography of print and nonprint materials the purpose of the book is to present historical and factual background
information objectively along with resources for further exploration for instance the reader will learn that in 1864 the
american medical association established a prize for the best anti abortion book written for the lay public one will also
find that the most common reason for having an abortion is that a baby would interfere with work school or other
responsibilities in the statistical section a reader will see that 89 percent of abortions are performed within the first
twelve weeks of pregnancy the biography section includes a profile of mary cunningham agee founder of the nurturing
network which offers alternatives to abortion for women who fear that their unintended pregnancies will do irreparable
harm to their education or career abortion a reference handbook is just what the title says it is packed with information
but strives to be factual it is a resource for student researchers and will be welcomed in any public or high school
library paula j lacey copyright 1997 voya reviews this combination text and reader provides an introduction to
contemporary feminist theory oriented toward undergraduates as well as master s level students its organization
around substantive topics and issues rather than conventional categories of feminist thinking effectively conveys the
breadth and depth of feminist theorizing demonstrating the intersections and eclecticism that have become its hallmark it
offers a strong multicultural dimension integrating diversity race ethnicity class and sexual orientation within the
discussion of substantive topics as a supplement or as a main text it will prove highly useful in courses in feminist theory
and women s studies as well as in gender studies sociology of women and contemporary social sociological theory pub
desc consists mainly of articles reprinted from various sources published originally in japanese since world war ii provides
a journalistic debate on the abortion issues confronting america arranged in topic by topic format current legal issues like
its sister volume current legal problems is based upon an annual colloquium held at university college london each year
leading scholars from around the world gather to discuss the relationship between law and another discipline of thought
each colloqium examineshow the external discipline is conceived in legal thought and argument how the law is pictured in
that discipline and analyses points of controversy in the use and abuse of extra legal arguments within legal theory and
practice law and bioethics the latest volume in the current legal issues series contains a broad range of essays by
scholars interested in the interactions between law and bioethics it includes studies examining the regulation of stem cell
research human rights and bioethics the regulation ofreproductive technologies and distributive justice in healthcare and
pandemic planning this text discusses social movements and socialist politics it looks at the changing face of socialist
politics examining the concepts of difference value and emancipatory political processes a critical and interdisciplinary
examination of women and health which challenges traditional viewpoints and highlights the importance of ethnicity class
sexual orientation and ablebodiedness as well as gender addresses issues of social justice ethics and public policy for
anyone interested in women s health contains entries that discuss aspects of civil rights and liberties covering major
historical developments and social movements key legislation supreme court decisions influential individuals
constitutional provisions and groups and organizations arranged alphabetically from a to g this is an area that needs
considerable research and this publication explores some of the key issues at stake the regulations of abortion through
legal controls have always been a problematic issue this book places abortion in the context of reproductive medicine and
explores the medicalization of abortion and the ethos of professionalism although the forms of legal regulation vary
throughout western jurisdictions the constant and most influential factor underlying these laws is the power of the
medical profession the medicalization of abortion has largely removed abortion from the public arena and has buried the
issue under the cloak of medical autonomy this book considers historical and contemporary issues surrounding the
evolution of abortion law and speculates on future directions in abortion law and policy
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Pro: Reclaiming Abortion Rights 2014-10-14 a powerful argument for abortion as a moral right and social good by a
noted feminist and longtime columnist for the nation forty years after the landmark roe v wade ruling abortion is still a
word that is said with outright hostility by many despite the fact that one in three american women will have terminated
at least one pregnancy by menopause even those who support a woman s right to an abortion often qualify their support
by saying abortion is a bad thing an agonizing decision making the medical procedure so remote and radioactive that it takes
it out of the world of the everyday turning an act that is normal and necessary into something shameful and secretive
meanwhile with each passing day the rights upheld by the supreme court are being systematically eroded by state laws
designed to end abortion outright in this urgent controversial book katha pollitt reframes abortion as a common part of
a woman s reproductive life one that should be accepted as a moral right with positive social implications in pro pollitt
takes on the personhood argument reaffirms the priority of a woman s life and health and discusses why terminating a
pregnancy can be a force for good for women families and society it is time pollitt argues that we reclaim the lives and the
rights of women and mothers
The Moral Case for Abortion 2016-07-27 this thought provoking book sets out the ethical arguments for a woman s
right to choose drawing on the traditions of sociological thinking and moral philosophy it maintains that there is a
strong moral case for recognizing autonomy in personal decision making about reproductive intentions more than this it
argues that to prevent a woman from making her own choice to continue or end her pregnancy is to undermine the essence of
her humanity the author a provider of abortion services in the uk asserts that true respect for human life and true regard
for individual conscience demand that we respect a woman s right to decide and that support for a woman s right to a
termination has moral foundations and ethical integrity this fresh perspective on abortion will interest both pro and anti
choice individuals and organizations along with academics in the fields of gender studies philosophy ethics and religion
Hastings Law Journal 2012 � � ��� ��������� ��� ����������� ������������� ����������� ��������
���� ������� �������
���� 1998-07 contributing to a growing body of work on the relationship between feminist theory feminist campaigning
activity policy change this work presents a survey of feminist campaigns for liberalisation of birth control abortion
laws in great britain in the 1920s and 1970s
Hastings Journal 2013 if most north americans admit they support a woman s right to an abortion why does the
controversy still rage kathleen mcdonnell describes the often conflicting needs and emotions experienced prior to and after
abortion
Civil Liberties Alert 1978 social welfare politics and public policy is the most comprehensive and easy to understand
introduction to the social welfare system and social welfare policy this is a leading text in social welfare policy in
departments of social work political science administration and government and is also used in some departments of
sociology dinitto focuses on the political aspects of policymaking she describes the major social welfare programs
including public assistance social security disability health insurance and more she also addresses racism sexism gay rights
and immigration in the context of social welfare policies and programs additionally it includes new and updated
information on welfare reform tanf food stamps managed care disability aging the latest figures on poverty and the
latest information on job training and employment a full range of supplements includes an instructor s manual test bank
and a computerized test bank student supplements include an online study guide
Feminist Campaigns for Birth Control and Abortion Rights in Britain 2003 a compilation of current biographical
information of general interest
Not an Easy Choice 2003 ��������������������� ��� �������������������������������������� ���
������������������ ��������������� ����������������������������������� �����������
Talking Book Topics 2015-07 ���������� ������������������ ������������������ ���������������
��������� ��� ��������� ������� 2017�1�������� ���� ������ ��� ���������
Social Welfare 2007 despite the voluminous literature on the central figure in american history no other book in the field
of political science compares to lincoln s american dream it addresses comprehensively the overarching themes of lincoln s
political thought and leadership through provocative and divergent interpretations from leading scholars each chapter is
devoted to one of these major themes about lincoln the declaration and equality political ambition race and slavery his
democratic political leadership executive power religion and politics the union and the role of the state the book s thirty
three contributors include such respected lincoln scholars and political commentators as harry v jaffa stephen b oates
mark e neely richard c current herman belz and frank j williams with an introduction by kenneth l deutsch and joseph r
fornieri lincoln s american dream will be of enduring interest to scholars students teachers and lincoln aficionados alike
and will attract interest in the fields of american history leadership religion and culture american studies and african
american studies
The New York Times Magazine 1992 still ain t satisfied canadian women certainly aren t and this collection of twenty
seven articles on the major women s issues of the decade shows why feminists have only begun to fight women are still paid
less than their male counterparts rape and wife battering remain brutal social problems and inadequate day care still
threatens women s right to work these and many other injustices that undermine more than fifty percent of canada s
population are thoughtfully explored in this timely and provocative book talented writers from across the country
review the dynamic changes in the women s movement over the last ten years controversial issues like abortion
pornography sexuality and women and work are examined non traditional jobs for women rape and day care are only a few
of the many concerns brought into focus still ain t satisfied provides a stimulating look at some of the most important
issues of our time issues which have touched the lives of all individuals in this country
The New York Times Biographical Service 1992 abortion has existed since ancient times but the debate over the legality
and morality of abortion has never been so widespread it is a controversy that concerns yas not only because it has
become a notorious political issue but because it is an issue that many may have to face for this reason it is a common
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topic for research papers in middle school and high school costa s book will be a great starting point for these papers it
is the second edition of a book that was well reviewed when first published in 1991 the first edition made library journal s
list of best reference books of 1991 and school library journal s recommended reference books 1992 unlike the abortion
controversy greenhaven 1995 it is not organized by arguments pro and con rather it consists of several chapters of
objective research material a chronology of events beginning with classical greece biographical sketches of current
movers and shakers on both sides of the issue laws policies and landmark court cases as well as extensive abortion
statistics there is a frank discussion of abortion techniques and complications psychological and physical and an
overview of fetal development it concludes with a lengthy annotated directory of organizations and an extensive
bibliography of print and nonprint materials the purpose of the book is to present historical and factual background
information objectively along with resources for further exploration for instance the reader will learn that in 1864 the
american medical association established a prize for the best anti abortion book written for the lay public one will also
find that the most common reason for having an abortion is that a baby would interfere with work school or other
responsibilities in the statistical section a reader will see that 89 percent of abortions are performed within the first
twelve weeks of pregnancy the biography section includes a profile of mary cunningham agee founder of the nurturing
network which offers alternatives to abortion for women who fear that their unintended pregnancies will do irreparable
harm to their education or career abortion a reference handbook is just what the title says it is packed with information
but strives to be factual it is a resource for student researchers and will be welcomed in any public or high school
library paula j lacey copyright 1997 voya reviews
��� 1972-11-22 this combination text and reader provides an introduction to contemporary feminist theory oriented
toward undergraduates as well as master s level students its organization around substantive topics and issues rather
than conventional categories of feminist thinking effectively conveys the breadth and depth of feminist theorizing
demonstrating the intersections and eclecticism that have become its hallmark it offers a strong multicultural dimension
integrating diversity race ethnicity class and sexual orientation within the discussion of substantive topics as a
supplement or as a main text it will prove highly useful in courses in feminist theory and women s studies as well as in
gender studies sociology of women and contemporary social sociological theory pub desc
The Human Life Review 1996 consists mainly of articles reprinted from various sources published originally in japanese
since world war ii
��������� 2018-02 provides a journalistic debate on the abortion issues confronting america arranged in topic by
topic format
United States News & World Report 1995 current legal issues like its sister volume current legal problems is based upon
an annual colloquium held at university college london each year leading scholars from around the world gather to
discuss the relationship between law and another discipline of thought each colloqium examineshow the external discipline
is conceived in legal thought and argument how the law is pictured in that discipline and analyses points of controversy in
the use and abuse of extra legal arguments within legal theory and practice law and bioethics the latest volume in the
current legal issues series contains a broad range of essays by scholars interested in the interactions between law and
bioethics it includes studies examining the regulation of stem cell research human rights and bioethics the regulation
ofreproductive technologies and distributive justice in healthcare and pandemic planning
U.S. News & World Report 1995 this text discusses social movements and socialist politics it looks at the changing
face of socialist politics examining the concepts of difference value and emancipatory political processes
Canadian Feminist Perspectives on Law 1989 a critical and interdisciplinary examination of women and health which
challenges traditional viewpoints and highlights the importance of ethnicity class sexual orientation and ablebodiedness
as well as gender addresses issues of social justice ethics and public policy for anyone interested in women s health
Lincoln's American Dream 2005 contains entries that discuss aspects of civil rights and liberties covering major
historical developments and social movements key legislation supreme court decisions influential individuals
constitutional provisions and groups and organizations arranged alphabetically from a to g
���� 1967 this is an area that needs considerable research and this publication explores some of the key issues at stake
Still Ain't Satisfied! 1982 the regulations of abortion through legal controls have always been a problematic issue this
book places abortion in the context of reproductive medicine and explores the medicalization of abortion and the ethos of
professionalism although the forms of legal regulation vary throughout western jurisdictions the constant and most
influential factor underlying these laws is the power of the medical profession the medicalization of abortion has largely
removed abortion from the public arena and has buried the issue under the cloak of medical autonomy this book considers
historical and contemporary issues surrounding the evolution of abortion law and speculates on future directions in
abortion law and policy
Congress Report 2006
The Sociology of Law 1992
Abortion 1996
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